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OBJECTIVE OF THE WORKSHOP

This session aims to provide an overview of opportunities and constraints member states are facing when reviewing their mining codes and regulations to achieve sustainable development objectives.

This will assist the IGF Secretariat to better understand how it can best support member States in this process, as well as consolidating best practices that might help fellow countries undertaking reforms to their mining law and policies.
FACILITATION QUESTIONS

1. What were the reasons for starting the legislative review? Were there external events that triggered it?

2. What were/are the 3 mains objectives you are/were trying to achieve?

3. What are the 3 mains modifications actually realized in the reform (or you plan to realize)?

4. Did/do the mining ministry involve other stakeholders in the review process, within the government and outside? If yes, which ones? Was this an open process? How were stakeholders engaged? Which stakeholders?
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